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Our Fellowships go beyond 'virtual.' Receive
hands-on Simulation Kits at your clinic or home,
engage in live cloud-based simulations, and
benefit from ongoing mentorship, all without
geographical limits.

The Fellowship in Aligner Orthodontics is a 1-year
course that will see you complete all hands-on
components within the first 6 months to maximize
your learning and ROI. We have multiple intakes a
year. Check-in with our team right here to
determine our next intake. 

Course Overview

We want to make your learning experience as
smooth as possible, so we designed our exclusive
platform to see you from the start to the end of
your development journey.

Central hub for resources - access your
schedule, upload assessments, attend
live sessions, and receive feedback.

Use the Credit Tracker to keep all of
your CPD/CE certificates in one place.

Track your progress with our
Clinician Development Tool.

WHERE

WHEN

HOW

THE PLATFORM DESIGNED FOR DENTISTS



Adequately screen for sleep-related breathing disorders, such as Obstructive Sleep
Apnea, and proficiently administer Mandibular Advancement Devices for affected
patients.

Predictably plan and start Class I cases.

Use orthodontics mini-screws (TADs) to intrude molars.

Manage Class II cases to convert them into Class I.

Use TADs to facilitate predictable Class II correction and upright a tilted molar.

Use orthodontics as part of a more extensive treatment plan.

Treatment plan and manage a wide variety of orthodontic cases.

Confidently diagnose a range of orthodontic problems.

Skillfully create a problem list, formulating an effective and appropriate treatment
plan.

Confidently treat mild to moderate Class I malocclusions.

Efficiently address and treat mild Class II malocclusions with displacements up to
3mm.

Upon successful application of the course material, you will:

Book A Call

4 |   Chat with our career advisors here.

FOR GENERAL DENTISTS
Course Outcomes

LEARNING OUTCOMES
By the end of the course, you are expected to achieve*:

*See Page 8 for details

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES

Skillfully handle and execute more complex aligner
treatments, broadening your service offerings to help you
meet a broader range of patient needs.

Experience a surge in revenue as you can offer a broader
range of services, and see those earnings increase as you
continue to grow your skills case by case. 

Retain and manage cases that previously would have
been referred to specialists well-suited to be treated
within your dental practice.

If you have any
questions,

chat with our
Career Advisors.

https://hubs.la/Q0221pc90
https://hubs.la/Q0221pc90
https://hubs.la/Q0221pk60
https://hubs.la/Q01SX5sz0


Hands-On #1: Align Teeth in the Software
(5 hour LIVE session)
You will be required to do a complete setup for a mild
malocclusion and will be experimenting with the software to
gain a better understanding of its capabilities. Exploring the
options, you will discover new features and functionalities to
help achieve learning objectives.

Hands-On Training #2: Mini-Screws
(5 hour LIVE session)
This Simulation Training session will focus on Inserting
orthodontic mini-screws (TADs) under the guidance of an
educator in various areas and learning what it feels like to
"hit the roots."

HANDS-ON SIMULATION TRAINING

This course uses a series of lectures curated by world-
class orthodontists and dentists in the aligner sphere so
you can maximize your learning and get the most out of
your hands-on sessions. These lectures cover: Treatment
Planning, Orthodontic Software Skills, and Biomechanics.

FOR GENERAL DENTISTS
Course Outline

5 |   Chat with our career advisors here.

LECTURES

We use pre-theory challenges to get the most out of your live hands-on sessions.
These challenges cover aligning the teeth in the software and orthodontic mini-
screws.

PRE-THEORY CHALLENGE

Two hands-on sessions in this course will have you utilize your simulation kit to replicate a
procedure on the manikin. You’ll receive live feedback from an educator in these sessions.
Please see the hands-on session details below:

|  4 Challenges, 11 hours total learning 

|  15 Lectures, 19.5 hours total lecture time

|  2 sessions, 10 hours total 

https://hubs.la/Q0221pk60
https://hubs.la/Q01SX5sz0


Mentorship is an integral part of your learning process, which is why we have our
educators give case guidance.

Every two weeks, an educator will provide feedback on cases submitted in a live session.
This enables you to learn and improve your quality of work at a faster rate. 

FOR GENERAL DENTISTS
Course Outline

6 |   Chat with our career advisors here.

CASE GUIDANCE OVERVIEW

CASE PRESENTATIONS
Three case presentations allow you
to present your treatment to one of
your patients. 

MENTORING
From the second you start, you will have 24/7 access
to a tight-knit community of like-minded dentists,
including peers and educators. Here, you can ask
questions, discuss issues, receive and give advice, etc.
You’ll get a range of educators and current and past
peers of all levels responding and uplifting you.

|  3 cases, 6 hours total time

Simple Class I Malocclusion
Moderate Complexity Class I Malocclusion
Mild Complexity Class II Malocclusion

They will cover the following:

After completing a residency, you can achieve the following results:
EXPECTED OUTCOMES

* Note: Following the successful completion of all programs in a discipline, dentists can anticipate the above increases. These indicative values are
from median results based on previous RipeGlobal Fellowship graduates. Your results will vary depending on your commitment to the programs.

Up to a 2x increase*
in average clinical

production
Finish cases in
half the time*

Up to 5 monthly
orthodontic case

starts*

https://hubs.la/Q0221pk60
https://hubs.la/Q01SX5sz0


Are you ready to advance your career

Schedule A Consultation

Complete all learning, hands-on, practice, and homework required in the program or as required by
RipeGlobal mentors.
Complete and submit all required assessments and case presentations per the program schedule.
Engage and immerse yourself in the RipeGlobal mentoring and learning communities.
Identify suitable patients within your clinic to participate in the patient practice you need.
Stay up to date with any program and package dues.

All our program commitment and completion requirements that are to be upheld to claim our promise:
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Talk to one of our advisors today to discover
your next career opportunities.  

TRANSFORM YOUR CAREER NOW 
FELLOWSHIP IN ALIGNER ORTHODONTICS
for General Dentists

Prepared September 2023

Finance Options Available
Talk to our team today to find out more:

https://hubs.la/Q0221pc90
https://hubs.la/Q0221pc90


A Message From Our CEO 
& Head of Education

We want to see dentists succeed, and we can help them achieve
that success.

That's why we are making this promise to each and every one of
you who enroll in a RipeGlobal program:

If you are still waiting to see the results we have listed after
completing the program in full, you will be given a refund.

This is our promise to you*. 

CAM HARRIS
CEO and Managing Director

LINCOLN HARRIS
Head of Education

Cam Harris Lincoln Harris
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*RipeGlobal stands behind this promise and will offer a refund of tuition (excluding enrollment fees, equipment rental, consumables,
shipping costs, and transaction fees) for any program where we do not meet our promise. A refund is only considered when the learner

has completed all work, without exception, and any additional extension work or practice asked of them by us. 
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We want dentists to succeed -
Clinically. Financially. Personally.  

That’s why our goal has always been to
nurture dentists throughout every stage
of their careers. From graduates starting
their journey to experienced dentists
wanting to take their careers to the next
level, our platform is for you.

We have removed the isolated learning
experience common to dental education
and are driving the movement of
collaborative, supportive environments
where learning is engaging, practical,
and easily implemented.

Our revolutionary cloud-based
simulation training techniques give you
hands-on training and practice in your
home or clinic. You can significantly
enhance your technical skills, not just
parrot (im)practical theory.

And we do it all through our simulation
kits and exclusive platform.

About RipeGlobal

SCAN THE QR CODE
TO LEARN MORE



Certified Continuing Education
RipeGlobal is recognised by PACE, New Zealand Dental Association, and General Dental Council.
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